
WEEK 7 – Aim for the week: Feel good about how far you have come! Swimming 5k is within your grasp.

SESSION 1: FITNESS Completed

Swim 1 minute easy front crawl into 3 minute ‘medium’ and repeat the sequence for 32 minutes. Or, if you swam the Week 2 test,
repeat it here and compare. Swim as many 50m medium swims as you can in 24 minutes, resting 20 seconds between each – can
you safely tread water for the rest period if not in a pool? How many? Did you manage to double the Week 2 amount?

SESSION 2: TECHNIQUE Completed

Continuous 32 minute swim as 3 minute 30 seconds of front crawl into 15 seconds of ‘Torpedo’. Or swim 60 front crawl
strokes into 8 slow rotations. This week we will work on your rotation with the Torpedo Drill. Add fins if possible to help
the accuracy of this drill. Improved rotation will help lengthen your stroke, improve your streamline and also help breathe
to both sides. If it’s comfortable and safe try this on your back (navigation will be harder in a lido or open water). The drill
can then be swum for longer. Try to keep the head still when rotating the body. The movement is to rotate the shoulder up
to the still chin, not a shrug up to the ear. Let the two movements flow in and out of each other, feel the drill shaping your
full stroke. WATCH DRILL VIDEO

SESSION 3: ENDURANCE Completed

Continuous 50 minute swim trying to breathe on both sides. Mix your breathing pattern to both sides (not just every 3rd),
this will reduce bad habits and unbalanced movements. Think about creating the same pulling movements with the arms
at the same speed with the same angles. Push the water back towards the feet not downwards. Symmetry in your stroke
will help to keep you swimming straight. Balanced and equal rotation is key to make this happen.

Finally, how do you swim 5km given the final training set is only 50min? It’s the volume of the training, 21 sessions in
total, which will lead to 40-50km in the water (restrictions with access to swimming and water temperature dependent).
Do not underestimate what you can achieve if you improve your swim technique and overall level of fitness.

https://youtu.be/D3Qg6D-6EgY

